>PERIODICALS PERIODICALS periodicals periodicals


Asian journal of social science V.37, n.2 2009 – 1) Nilanjan Raghunath, review of Bijl Lal, general editor, 2006, The Encyclopedia of Indian Diaspora. Singapore: Editions Didier Millet, 415 pp. ISBN: 981-4155-65-9, pp [From the review – Synthesizes a great wealth of knowledge previously dispersed through various academic and non-academic channels – Uses multiple forms of expertise on India, including that of historians, area study specialists, and cultural specialists as well as leading members of overseas Indian communities – Starts with the pre-colonial age of Indian merchants traveling the seas for trade and commerce, followed by the historical advent of British colonialism, and the colonial politics in India and elsewhere in the world where British colonialism spread indentured labor, such as Latin America, Southeast Asia, East Africa, Europe, Australia, the Pacific, United Kingdom and the United States – The encyclopedia is comprehensive in the facts it produces about a wide range of Indian migration routes, their professions, such as the indentured labor of Malaysia to tap rubber and the Indian laborers in the sugar colonies in the West Indies; as well as the Indian IT revolution, silicon Valley entrepreneurs and billionaires such as Lakshmi Mittal.] pp 315-316.


City & society V.21, n.1 2009 – 1) Chris K K Tan, “But they are like you and me: Gay civil servants and citizenship in a cosmopolitanizing Singapore” [From the Abstract – In July 2003, Singapore’s then-Prime Minister triggered public outrage by declaring that the state would now employ openly gay Singaporeans as civil servants – The author asked why the state had reversed its previously homophobic stance, and argued that, as a city state with aspirations to become a global city, Singapore attempted to market the ‘difference’ of its sexual minorities to appear cosmopolitan and attractive to the ‘creative class’ of professional labor – By contradicting the sexual exclusivity inherent in normative notions of citizenship, however, this cosmopolitanizing drive triggered the moral outrage – Furthermore, the author asserts that despite its apparent message of tolerance, the state’s declaration remained an empty marketing ploy – While it has enabled homosexual Singaporeans to assess their status as citizens, the state has neither legalized it nor struck down existing anti-sodomy legislation that fundamentally contradicts it – By exposing the declaration as only an exploitative façade that discursively conscripted gay and lesbian Singaporeans into cosmopolitanizing the country for the state – Author highlights the limits of discourses of difference in Singapore], pp 133-154.

Commonwealth & Comparative Politics V.47, n.1 Feb 2009 – 1) Matthew Lange, “Development crises: a comparative-historical analysis of state-building in colonial Botswana and Malaysia” [From the Abstract – The construction of states with the capacity to provide collective goods is a common
developmental goal, yet state-building is a very difficult process that cannot be accomplished at will – Investigates factors that make possible punctuated state institutional change through a comparative-historical analysis of two former British colonies – Provides evidence that crises have the potential to break institutional inertia and thereby create openings for relatively rapid and extensive state-building – In particular, crises can promote reforms by transforming incentives, readjusting power relations, and forging a political consensus – Both cases also show that these changes occurred during the late colonial period and therefore provide evidence that colonial transitions had the potential to adjust the institutional legacies of colonialism], pp 1-27.

Contemporary Southeast Asia V.31,n.1 Apr 2009 – 1) Michael O’Shannassy, “Beyond the Barisan Nasional? A Gramscian perspective of the 2008 elections [From the Abstract – The March 2008 elections in Malaysia have been characterized as a political ‘tsunami’ with opposition parties enjoying stunning electoral success both at the federal and state levels – In the aftermath further upheavals in political landscape have occurred – But maybe Malaysia is witnessing a truly progressive moment, one that is long-term and structural, or is it instead a short-term, regressive, ‘restorative’ moment? – What do the 2008 elections mean as far as the continuing evolution of Malaysia’s national identity? – By adopting a Gramscian perspective and drawing on some Gramsci’s key concepts this article offers a more nuanced analysis of the recent elections and their meaning regarding conceptions of national identity – In the process, the article explores the development and complex operation of hegemony with particular reference to notions of national identity in contemporary Malaysia], pp 88-109; 2) Marc Askew, review of Michael J Monnetesano & Patrick Jory (eds), 2008, Thai south and Malay north: ethnic: ethnic interactions on a plural peninsula, pp 413, Singapore: NUS Press]; pp 111.

Critical Asian Studies V.41,n.1 March 2009 – 1) Lenore Lyons, “Transcending the border: transnational imperatives in Singapore’s migrant worker rights movement” [From the Abstract – In the last 5 years interest among civil society actors in the issues migrant domestic workers face in Singapore has exploded – NGOs, informal networks, and faith-based groups have formed to address the needs and interests of these workers – Most are welfare-oriented, providing support services, training programs, and social networking opportunities – Some engage in advocacy and research, etc – They focus on the local level through the Singapore government, employment agencies and employers, but are changing as they attempt to develop better and more transnational networks and support regional and international campaigns – Examines the reasons behind the interest in cross-border organizing through case studies: two advocacy-oriented NGOs – Explains that although ‘transnational imperative has begun to shape the activities of the 2 NGOs, they have different motivations for engaging beyond the border – Article contributes to the broader scholarly understanding of the complex nature of transnational organizing and the challenges], pp 89-112.

English world-wide: a journal of varieties of English V.30,n.1 2009 – 1) Nadjah Nesselhauf, “Co-selection phenomena across new Englishes: parallels (and differences) to foreign learner varieties” [From the abstract – Similarities of the phraseology of institutionalized second language varieties have gone almost completely unnoticed so far – In this article, different types of co-selection phenomena are examined across ESL, and ELF varieties on the basis of the ICE-corpora of Kenyan, Indian, Singaporean, and Jamaican English and of ICLE, the International Corpus of Learner English – Among the features investigated are the use of competing collocations such as play a role and play a part, the noun complementation of collocations (HAVE + INTENTION + of –ing vs. to + infinitive), and non-L1 (or ‘new’) prepositional verbs such as comprise of, demand for or emphasize on – The exploration shows that many co-selection phenomena do in fact occur not only across individual institutionalized L2 variety types – Certain kinds of language-internal irregularity in the phraseology of Standard English are shown to be a major reason for the observed parallels], pp 1-26; 2) Joybrato Mukherjee & Stefan Th. Griess, “Collostructional nativation in new Englishes: verb-construction associations in the international corpus of English” [Investigates the strength of verb-construction associations across various New Englishes on the basis of comparable corpora – In contrast to previous studies into verb complementation in New Englishes, starts from three basic constructions in English ... the intransitive construction, the mono-transitive construction and the di-transitive construction, and analyze the co-occurrences of the three constructions and a wide range of verbs – Based on the Hong Kong, the Indian, and the Singaporean components of the International Corpus of English (ICE) because the three varieties represent markedly different stages in the process of the evolution of New Englishes with British English as the historical input variety – And more], pp 27-51; 3) David Deterding, review of Andy Kirkpatrick, 2007, World Englishes: implications for international communication and English language teaching, pp 257, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. ISBN: 978-052-161-687-4. [Reviewer discusses the Malaysian and Singaporean ‘Englishes’], pp 99-102; 4) David C S Li, review of David Prescott, 2007, English in Southeast Asia: varieties literacies and literatures, pp vii-374, Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. ISBN:978-184-718-224-1. [All about Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei Englishes – In the first chapter, the similarities and the differences between Chinese, Malay and Indian ‘Englishes’ – Also, Englishes in Hong Kong and the Philippines – And more], pp 103-108.

Intellectual discourse V.16,n.2 2008 – 1) Marzuki Mohamad, “Religion, Human rights and constitutional-contract politics in Malaysia” [From the Abstract – The debate about human rights in Malaysia took a new turn in the early 20th century – It started to focus on the issue of religious freedom – Proponents of secular-liberal notion of religious freedom argued that religious and racial harmony would better achieved if Malaysians of all races and religions enjoy absolute religious freedom, which includes the right to renounce Islam – However, the secular-liberal approach to religious freedom, contrary to the expectation of its proponents, accentuates religious and racial division in Muslim-majority Malaysia], pp 155-186; 2) A Rahman Tang Abdullah, “Modernisation or Westernisation of Johor under Abu Bakar: A historical analysis” [From the Abstract – The transformation of Johor under Abu Bakar has been variously described as modernization or westernization – Westernization argument is flawed because during the period under consideration, Johor was not yet fully under the control of the West – Archival records show that Johor’s transformation was self-initiated to promote the welfare of the people – The reforms Abu Bakar brought about in Johor affected more the Malay culture than Islamic rules and practices – Even then these
reforms not simply modernized but elevated the position of certain aspects of Malay culture -- it is, therefore, appropriate to describe Abu Bakar as the father of modern Johor]. pp 209-231.

Inter-Asia cultural studies

V.10.n.1 March 2009 -- 1) Ashraf Jamal, "Of lost fathers and broken sons: Farish Noor on the politics of love and the new thought in Malaysia" [From the Abstract -- Addresses the polemical and intimate writings of one of Malaysia's leading public intellectuals, Farish Noor -- Straddling secularism and Islamism, Noor's ideas are informed by a compassion that seeks to bypass monothemism and an ethnically informed nationalism -- He advocates a multiethnic and plural society , and he does not merely reject Islamism, instead, his thinking seeks to reconcile and transcend what he perceives as a false dichotomy between a system of reason and a system of belief -- The achievement of this transcendence is fraught because it sometimes seems that he involuntarily contradicts himself -- To resolve this contradiction the author of the article turns to Gille Deleuze's work "Pure Immanence", which provides a key in-road into understanding the complexity of Noor's thought, particularly his valorization of love and his canny and novel attempts to interpret what he calls an 'other Malaysia' ] pp 154-164

Journal of anthropological research

V.65.n.2 Summer 2009 -- 1) Avram Bornstein, review of Mary-Jo DelVicchio Good & Sandra Teresa Hyde & Sarah Pinto & Byron J. Good (eds) --2008-- Postcolonial disorders, 480 pp. Berkeley: University of California Press. Pb & Hb [From the review -- A collection of 15 essays and an Introduction, and is the 8th volume in the Ethnographic studies in subjectivity series -- This volume continues earlier volumes of the intersections between psychiatric understandings of trauma and understandings of subjectivity by focusing on "disorders", individual and sociopolitical, among formerly colonized peoples -- The essays are grouped into 3 sections: disordered states, subjectivity in the borderlands, and 'Madness, alterity and psychiatry' -- The case studies are drawn from many parts of the world, including: the Middle East, China, South America, and Southeast Asia (such as Vietnamese, Karen, Javanese and other Indonesians, as well as Indonesian maids working in Singapore), pp 340-342; 2) Dolores R Piperno, review of Tim Denham & Jose Iriarte & Luc Vrydaghs (eds) --2007-- Rethinking agriculture: archaeological and ethnoarchaeological perspectives, 464 pp. Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press. Hb [From the review -- This volume from the 5th World Archaeological and Ethnoarchaeological Congress -- Non-European regions (Island Southeast Asia, Africa and the Americas) were the geographical focus, allowing an examination of how agricultural origins and dispersals in these often lesser-studied places -- 5 of the 21 chapters deal with the ethnographic, linguistic and/or ethnohistoric insights into food productions emergence, and others deal with archaeological, paleoecological , and molecular data -- The first two chapters take up questions relating to how agriculture is conceptualized and defined -- Ch3 explores these in more detail -- And later chapters explore agricultural origins and spatially diffusion and diversification -- Additional chapters provide good case studies or summaries of foraging and early farming in such places as Malaysia, New Guinea, Africa, Ecuador, Uruguay, highland Peru, and North America -- And Barton and Paz demonstrate through starch grain and carbonized plant remains that the tropical forests surrounding Niah Cave in Sarawak 45,000 years ago were not inimical environments for hunters and gatherers -- And more], pp 348-350; 3) Osbjojn M Pearson, review of Mark Nathan Cohen & Gillian M M Crane-Kramer (eds) --2007-- Ancient health: skeletal indicators of agricultural and economic intensification, 512 pp. Gainesville: University Press of Florida. Hb [From the review -- Intended as a supplement and update for Cohen & Armelagos' Paleopathology at the origin of agriculture, this volume succeeds on both counts and stands as a valuable contribution to ongoing research of the effects of the changes in subsistence and population size and density on humans throughout the past 10,000 years -- Carefully solicited contributions from a diverse set of researchers... 21 chapters', each dedicated to patterns of health change and all worthy; covering virtually the whole Earth for thousands of years -- And nine of the chapters focus on very particular time/ places: Malaysia (Kringbaum), Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates, southern Africa in the later Stone Age, India, early nomads in Mongolia, Neolithic northern China, the Bronze and Iron Age in northeastern Thailand, and agricultural intensification in the same region -- And there is more: the New World! -- Some complaints: the chapters do not handle the problems of the osteological paradox in a uniform way; and not all chapters present analyses of the same skeletal indicators of "health"... annoying, but not fatal flaws], pp 350-352.

Journal of multilingual and multicultural development

V.30.n.3 May 2009 -- 1) Wendy D Bokhorst-Heng & Imelda Santos Caleon, "The language attitudes of bilingual youth in multilingual Singapore" [From the Abstract -- About the language attitudes that bilingual youth in Singapore have towards their mother tongue and English, and towards code switching between the two -- Language attitudes of 443 primary school students were investigated using a variation of the matched-guise technique -- Status and solidarity dimensions of attitudes, with ethnicity and socio-economic status as independent variables, were used in the analysis -- Chinese and Indian children's attitudes toward English on both attitudinal dimensions were found to be lower towards their mother tongue and code switching, while the Malay children expressed no significant difference -- Children from lower socio-economic groups were found to have generally more positive attitudes towards all three languages than those from the middle and upper socio-economic groups -- The findings are discussed in relation to language ideology and policy in government discourse, as well as the children's own understanding of the meanings of language], pp 235-251

Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society

V.81.p.t2.n.295 Dec 2008 -- 1) J M Gullick, "The making of a monarch: Raja Muda Sulaiman of Selangor (1865-1898)" [From the Abstract -- For the general theme of this paper, the position of the heir to a Malay throne, the author has found Kobukia (1993) a lucid guide to the general rules and practice on the choice of a successor -- Clifford's tale (1889) is fiction-based on his observation of events in Perak and in Pahang -- Sulaiman's son, Tunku Musa'eddin, would provide another example in the 1930s (Musa'eddin forfeited the office of Raja Muda in 1934 (Yeo 1971: 170) though he reigned during the Japanese Occupation) -- Events in Johore in 1895 and in Trengganu (1918-1920) are also pertinent but each case had its own special circumstances], pp 1-18; 2) Bob Reece, "My Dear Treasurer: Raja Charles Brooke's correspondence with F H Dallas, 1902-1917" [From the Abstract -- Rajah Brooke's life, during the last 2 decades of it, going back and forth between Sarawak and an estate near Cirencester, Gloucestershire -- Sarawak's Treasurer, F H Dallas, was one of the few people the aging Rajah could take into his confidence -- The Rajah's single-minded campaign to acquire more and more territory, absorbing North Borneo and what was remained of the Sultanate of Brunei, is documented at every move; but at the same time he describes his life as a country squire -- The picture emerges from all of this is of a highly intelligent and energetic
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man totally dedicate to Sarawak, but equally intent on preserving his persona as a member of England’s landed gentry], pp 19-44; 3) Abu Talib Ahmad, “State museums and their representation of the past in Malaysia” [From the Abstract – In Malaysia museums function as the protectors of heritage besides projecting visually and in print form the official version of history – But these roles are increasingly contested by many groups – Attempts to evaluate museums and their representations of the past, and to ascertain whether they recognize progress in historical research – Based on a study of museums in Kelantan, Terengganu, Kedah, Penang, Selangor, Kuala Lumpur, and Sabah, as well as museum publications and brochures], pp 45-70; 4) Peter Borschberg, “Jacques de Coute as a source for the early seventeenth-century of Singapore, the Johore River, and the Straits” [From the Abstract – His name may not yet appear in any of the school text books in Singapore and Malaysia, he has gained for himself an entry in the recently published Singapore Encyclopedia – Article is about Jacques de Coute, who is described as a ‘merchant traveler and adventurer allied to the Spanish crown, and who in the early 17th century suggested both the fortification of Singapore and the founding of a Spanish colony there – Who actually was this man? – Why and in what ways are his writings relevant for reconstructing and understanding the history of early modern Singapore, Johore, and the adjacent Straits?], pp 71-97; 5) P Lim Pui Huen, review of Chronicle of Malaysia, 1957-2007: fifty years of headline news, Kuala Lumpur: Editions Didier Millet, 2007, 384, ISBN 978-961-4217-17-0, and of Malaysia at fifty: the country that could, Kuala Lumpur: Sime Darby, 2007, 206 pp ISBN 978-983-9846-06-5; 6) Obituary: Professor Mary Turnbull, a distinguished Malayan historian, and professor emeritus (Hong Kong) died at Oxford in September 2008. Her obituary and listing of literary works are on pp. 99-103.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 3rd Series, V.19, Prt 2 April 2009 – 1) Stefan Halikowski-Smith, “Insolence and pride: problems with the representation of the South-East Asian Portuguese communities in Alexander Hamilton’s “A new account of the East Indies” (1727)” [From the Abstract – One of the most influential European printed sources on Southeast Asia at the turn of 18th century was the Scottish sea captain, Alexander Hamilton’s memoirs – The picture that he paints of the Portuguese communities that had existed since the period of Portuguese ascendancy in the 16th century is very negative; but a close textual and empirical analysis of his text shows that not only was he frequently misinformed in terms of the historical developments relating to that community, but that he merely conforms to a set of standard rhetorical tropes we can associate with the ‘Black Legend’, which had grown up in Protestant countries of northern Europe since the 16th century to denigrate Portugal and her achievements – This article argues that this key text consequently be used with far greater circumspection than has hitherto been the case], pp 213-235

The economist

May 9th-15th 2009 – 1) “Singapore’s NGO furor… Taken unaware… Liberals rally to take on the Christian right” [A bloodless coup by a septuagenarian ‘feminist mentor’; a death threat sent to the new president’s husband by a self-proclaimed ‘jihadist sleeper’; a 3,000-person showdown” -- The tiny world of Singapore’s usually timid NGOs has never seen anything like it -- In March a secretive group of conservative Chinese Christian women took over the executive council of AWARE (Association of Women for Action and Research), which has promoted women’s rights -- Half of the new council attend the same church, and were jolted into action by AWARE’s alleged pro-gag agenda in courses of some schools; and Ms Thio’s disciplined snatched control from a group of liberals who had served AWARE for years; and the old guard tabled a no-confidence motion, forcing an extraordinary general meeting – Politicians called for tolerance, and some religious leaders did the same -- But most Singaporeans polled did not care about it… they were worried about the worst recession in history] p 46 May 16th-22nd 2009 – 1) ‘Malaysian politics: practicing in Perak’ [When three legislators in Perak, one of five of opposition-ruled Malaysian states switched sides in February, overturning a narrow majority in the 59 seat assembly, UMNO was ‘cock-a-hoop’ – After a big electoral setback last year, the long time dominant UMNO was at last taking the fight to the opposition, led by its nemesis, Anwar Ibrahim -- But Perak was not the rollback of Malaysia’s opposition as foreseen by UMNO and its ruling coalition partners: Instead it snowballed into a constitutional crisis revealing the wobbly underpinning of a democracy yet to be tested by a handover of power at the federal level -- On May 7th at Perak’s parliament, UMNO’s man was installed as chief minister, but there was a scuffle (the Speaker of the House complained that there was not a vote for Chief Minister) and scores of other people were arrested – On May 11th the High Court ruled that the opposition’s man, Nizar Jamaluddin, was still the Chief Minister as he had been appointed by Perak’s Sultan, not by his peers, as is usual in parliamentary systems; and so his peers could not remove him -- But the next day UMNO successfully obtained a stay from an appeals court against the reinstatement of Mr Jamaluddin, which allowed Zambry Kadir, UMNO’s candidate to return on May 13th as caretaker chief minister – In a blog posting, Mr Kadir likened his ‘grubby’ power play to the struggles of Nelson Mandela and Mahatma Gandhi! – And more], pp 48-49. June 20th-24th 2009 -- 1) “Asia: politics in Thailand…fading colours” opposition members of parliament grumbled about mounting public debt, but the Democrat Party, led by the PM, Abhisit Vejjajiva, who took office in December 2008, emerged from the debate unruffled, which gave hope that his administration can outlast its short-lived predecessors -- But complicating Thai political party mix is the upsurge in violence in Thailand’s Muslim-dominated far south, where a mosque shooting on June 8th has triggered a bloody round of sectarian, tit-for-tat killings – Local Muslims accused security forces of the shooting; the army claimed that militants did it to discredit the authorities -- Since January 2004, more than 3,500 people in the area have died by the violence between insurgents and soldiers; Successive peace in the South is said to be more worthwhile than finding money for the northeast to build roads to nowhere], p 39.

The journal of Asian studies V.65, n.2 May 2009 – 1) Edwin Zehner, review of Sebastian C H Kim (ed) –2008—Christian theology in Asia, xiii+310 pp. Cambridge University Press. Pb ISBN: 13-9780521681834 [From the review – Recently Christian churches of the global south have grown rapidly, and now they represent a majority – Also, Asian Christians are a large segment of that growth, especially in Singapore, China and Korea; and the majority of Asian Protestants belong to theologically conservative styles of Christianity – The 13 chapters of the book focus on those liberal theologies, but 1 is devoted to Evangelicals and Pentecostals – There are some chapters that have a single-country chapters; not even Singapore was given its own chapter -- India has 2


Bautista, Julius & Francis Lim Khek Gee (eds) — 2009 — *Christianity and the State in Asia: complicity and conflict*, 240 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. Hb ISBN: 978-0-415-48069-7. [From the catalog] Examines how Christians in Asia express their religion under the specter of the nation state and processes of globalization — Considers Christianity’s growing prominence, and the various ways Asian nation states respond to this growth; this book brings into sharper analytical focus the ways in which the faith is articulated at the local, regional, and global levels — Contents: a) Evangelism, the state, and subjectivity; b) Protestant conversion as a form of protest: urban and upland protestants; c) Post-Japanese Christian historians, democracy and the problem of wartime ‘Christianity on Japanese terms’; d) Negotiating ‘foreignness’, localizing faith and Tibetan Catholicism in the Yunnan-Tibet borderlands; e) Conversions, complicity and the State in post-independent India; f) Transcending the local... Chinese Indonesians, the State, and Pentecostal charismatic Christianity; g) The issue of HIV/AIDS in the Philippines... the Roman Catholic Church and the Philippine government; h) Christian reactions to government-led cremation in South Korea; i) Subject to kings, presidents, rulers, and magistrates; j) Christianity in Singapore: the voice of conscience?; k) About face: Asian Christianity in the context of southern expansion.

Beng, Ooi Kee — 2009 — *Arrested reform: the undoing of Abdullah Badawi*, 211 pp. Singapore: ISEAS. ISBN: 978-983-43722-5-5. [From the website] This the 3rd book of Ooi’s collection of commentaries on Abdullah Badawi’s 5 years in power — 1st was *Era of transition: Malaysia after Mahathir*; 2006; 2nd was *Lost in transition: Malaysia under Abdullah*, 2008 — These commentaries don’t only illustrate the downfall of Abdullah Badawi, but also how voters punished the country’s leaders for supposing that the fortune of the country did not extend beyond the fate and fortune of the dominant party... UMNO and its allies — Contents of the 3rd book:: a) Preliminary pages; b) “As March 8 approaches”; c) “After March 8”; d) “After 100 days”; e) “After 200 days”; f) “Epilogue.”

Butcher, Melissa & Selvaraj Velayutham (eds) — 2009 — *
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Cabanner-Anthony, Mely (ed) – 2009—Political change, democratic transitions and security in Southeast Asia, 240 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. Routledge security in Asia Pacific series. HB ISBN: 978-0-415-49353-6 [From the catalog – Examines the nature of political transitions in Southeast Asia and why political transitions towards political liberalization and democracy have failed to take off – Considers political systems in the region that have gone through significant periods of transition but continue to face serious periods of transition but continue to face serious challenges toward democratic consolidation – the cases considered are: Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and Singapore – See especially, 1) Lee Hock Guan & Helen E S Nesadurai, ch4, “Unpacking the nature of political transitions in Malaysia”; & 2) ch7, Cherian George, “Understanding network autocarcy: consolidating Singapore’s political system.”]

Chua, Morgan – 2008—My Singapore, 136 pp. Singapore: Marshall Cavendish Editions. ISBN: 9789812616142 [From the website: www.marshallcavendish.com – Born in Singapore, the cartoonist first found fame in Hong Kong when he joined the Far Eastern economic review, where his wit and observation was transformed into keen and humorous single panels of political cartoons; and he has created caricatures of newcomersmasters around the world, including those in Singapore – He has now returned to live in the Lion City, and has produced a revised edition of his earlier published My Singapore, which tells the history of the nation in his own way: with barbed perceptiveness, concisely but ‘impactful’ imagery and a visual eloquence that is unmatched in the region.]

Donald, Stephanie Hemelryk & Theresa Anderson & Damien Spry (eds) – 2009—Youth, society and mobile media in Asia, 200 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. Media, culture and social change in Asia series. HB ISBN: 978-0-415-54795-6 [Stephanie Hemelryk Donald, “Introduction” – Section 1: has chs 1, 2 & 3 about mobile design; Section 2: has chs 4, 5, 6, & 7 on ubiquity and locality – And Section 3: has ch 8 & 9 about panics and popular media – Ch 8, Sun Sun Lim’s chapter on “The representation of the mobile phone in Singaporean teen magazines” is the only chapter in the book that is directly related to Berita – Other Asian states represented in the book are: China (Beijing), Indonesia, Australia, Japan, and Korea.]


Forth, Gregory – 2008—Images of the Wildman in Southeast Asia: an anthropological perspective, 360 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. HB ISBN: 978-0-7103-1354-6 [From the catalog – Examines ‘wildmen’ such as Homo floresiensis and ibu gogo, images of hairy humanlike creatures know to rural villagers and other local men in Southeast Asia and elsewhere, and explores the sources of these representations and their status in local systems of knowledge – Contents: 1) Introduction; 2) The story of ibu Gogo; 3) Other Florenese Hominoids; 4) Other eastern islands; 5) The ‘Short Man’ (Orang Pendek) of Sumatra; 6) Wildmen of Western Indonesia and Mainland Southeast Asia; 7) Other Asian Hominoids; 8) Outside Asia; 9) Pacific images; 10) What were the ibu Gogo?]

Frisk, Sylva – 2009—Submitting to God: women and Islam in urban Malaysia, 252 pp. NIAS Press. Pb ISBN: 978-87-7694-048-5 [From the catalog – Challenges preconceptions of the nature of Islamization – Counts cultural representations of Muslim women as victims – A contribution to discussions on women’s religious agency that challenges current theories of female agency and power – In Malaysia, women play an active part within KL’s affluent, Malay middle class – Women play an active part in the Islamization process by heightened personal religiosity; and by organizing and participating in local programs of religious education – By organizing new forms of collective ritual and assuming new public roles as religious teachers, these religiously educated women are transforming the traditionally male-dominated gendered space of the mosque and breaking men’s monopoly over positions of religious authority – Book challenges preconceptions of the nature of Islamization as well as current theories of Muslim female agency and power.]

Gin, Ooi Keat – 2009—The Japanese occupation of Borneo, 256 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. HB ISBN: 978-0-415-45663-0 [From the catalog – Examines the Japanese occupation of British Borneo (Brunei, Sarawak & North Borneo) and also Dutch Borneo in 1941-45, which is understudied – Contents: 1) Introduction; 2) Borneo under Western Colonialism; 3) Prewar Japanese interest of Borneo; 4) Borneo in Imperial and Japanese Strategic and military design; 5) Invasion and occupation of Borneo, 1941-1942; 6) Borneo Japanese strategic and military design; 7) End of an era; 8) Conclusion.]
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11) See especially, Chua Beng Huat’s “Eclipse of the port: cultural industry and the next phase of economic development of Singapore”; 12) See especially, Tan Tai Yong’s “Singapore’s story: a port city in search of hinterlands.”


Hjorth, Larissa & Dean Chan –2009—Gaming cultures and place in Asia-Pacific, 342 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. Hb ISBN: 978-0-415-99627-3 [From the catalog – Drawing from micro ethnographic studies to macro political economy analysis of techno-nationalisms and trans-cultural flows of cultural capital, it provides an interdisciplinary model for thinking through the politics of gaming – There is a beginning, “Locating the game: gaming cultures in/and the Asia-Pacific Region” – And there are 4 sections of the book → Section 1, “Industries”, has 4 chapters, the 4th of which is “The dynamics of new media globalization in Asia: a comparative study of the online gaming industries in South Korea and Singapore” by Peichi Chung ... it is the only chapter in the book directly relevant to Berita → Section 2 is “Localities” with 3 chapters; Section 3 is “Genres and new rubrics”; Section 4 is “Players, playing, and virtual communities” – Countries represented: Singapore, South Korea, Australia, Hong Kong, China, and Taiwan.]


Jones, Russell (Gen ed) & C D Grijns & J W de Vries (eds) –2007—Loan-words in Indonesian and Malay, xxxix+360 pp. APSEA (Academic publishers on Southeast Asia) KITLV Press. ISBN: 978-90-6718-304-8 [From the catalog’s abstract – A register of twenty-thousand loan words in Indonesian and Malay from Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, Hindi, Tamil, Chinese, Portuguese, Dutch, English and Japanese – Given for each are the Indonesian or Malay headword, the word in the source language, and, for foreign scripts, the page where it is found in a bilingual dictionary of the source language – Since each headword is provided with an English translation, this is a potentially convenient reference base for compilers of dictionaries in European languages, who will find it useful to draw on this material to improve their etymologies – Provides a resource for researchers into the etymologies of other languages of Asia, an
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undevolved field – Accompanying are a DVD with a facsimile of Carstairs Douglas’ Amoy dictionary, with Chinese characters written in by hand, and Thomas Barclay’s Supplement to the dictionary.


Lim, Suchen Christine – 2009 – A bit of Earth, 424 pp. Singapore: Marshall Cavendish Editions. ISBN: 97898126118955 [From the website: www.marshallcavendish.com – For centuries, the Malay peninsular has attracted fortune hunters, money-grabbing pirates and migrants seeking a better life – Among those whose lives are rooted in the Malay soil are three families: 1) the Wongs, sons of the Chinese earth; 2) the Wees, subjects of the English gods; and 3) the Mahmuds, scions of the Malay soil – Each have different dreams for the bit of earth they live on; and their destinies meet and clash, and inevitably lead to tragedy.]


Liow, Joseph & Nadirsyah Hosen (eds) – 2009 – Islam in Southeast Asia, 4 vols set, 1600 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. Critical concepts in Islamic studies series. ISBN: 978-0-415-47680-5 [The Islamic faith as practiced in the region has historically been a syncretic blend of Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and folk religions – The plural nature of Islam in the region today, where Muslims have generally lived peacefully in religiously mixed communities, even in areas where they constituted a large majority – But along with these pluralistic aspects there are some alternative streams of social-political activism that threaten traditionally inclusion and have voiced exclusivist attitudes towards non-Muslims – Vol.1 focuses on the historical, cultural, sociological, theological, and intellectual aspects of Islam in SEA; Vol.2 assesses trends in Muslim politics in South East Asia, investigating successes and failures of political Islam in the Muslim-majority cases of Indonesia and Malaysia, as well as the Muslim minority contexts of Thailand, the Philippines, and Singapore – Vol.3 identifies and analyzes primary actors and agents involved in formation and development of a burgeoning pan-regional parallel civil society network parallel civil society network bringing together religiously-inspired Islamist NGOs, civil society actors and agencies, media, professionals associations and political parties… charting a virtual map of the new Islamist activist geography of South East Asia -- Vol.4 focuses on the nexus between Islam, politics, and terrorism in the aftermath of the Bali bombings of 2002: and interrogates the interaction between mainstream political Islam and more extremist fringes of Islam in the region, as well as domestic and international factors driving radicalism.]


case studies of governance from across Asia to examine how good governance principles translate into local settings, how local settings influence the conception of what is good governance and how the debate over good governance is deployed as a political or administrative strategy – States represented as cases: Malaysia, India, the Philippines, Japan, Thailand, Korea, Rajasthan, Balochistan Province of Pakistan – See especially, ch2, Hong-Hai Lim, “Improving administrative performance in Malaysia”]

Read, Benjamin L & Robert Pekkanen (eds) –2009—Local organizations and urban governance in East and Southeast Asia: straddling state and society, 224 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. Studies on civil society in Asia. Hb ISBN: 978-0-415-49299-7 [Brings together enterprising pieces of new research on the many forms of organizations in East and Southeast Asia that are sponsored or mandated by government, but engage widespread participation at the grassroots level -- Straddling the state-society divide, these organizations play important roles in society and politics, yet are dimly understood -- Countries represented: Singapore, Japan, Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand, China, and Taiwan -- See especially, ch8, “State shaping of community-level politics: residents’ committees in Singapore.”]

Resurreccion, Bernadette P & Rebecca Elmhirst (eds) –2009—Gender and natural resource management: livelihoods, mobility and interventions. 268 pp. ISEAS www.bookshop.iseas.edu.sg Pb ISBN: 978-981-230-976-1 [From the website – About the gender dimensions of natural resource exploitation and management, focusing on Asia – Explores the uneasy negotiations between theory, policy and practice that are often evident in the realm of gender, environment and natural resource management, particularly when gender is understood as a political, negotiated and contested element of social relationships -- Offers a critical feminist perspective on gender relations and natural resource management regarding contemporary policy concerns: decentralized governance, the elimination of poverty and the ‘mainstreaming’ of gender – Combines strong conceptual argument and empirical material from a variety of political economic and ecological contexts, including Malaysia, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Nepal, Thailand and Vietnam – Examines gender-environment linkages within shifting configurations of resource access and control – Provides a stimulating collection of ideas for professionals looking to incorporate gender studies and natural resource management.]

Rydestrom, Helle (ed) –2009—Gendered inequalities in Asia: configuring, contesting and recognizing women and men, 336 pp. NIAS Press www.niaspress.dk Pb ISBN: 978-87-7694-047-8 [From the catalog & website -- Global processes with flows in money, commodities and people have made it increasingly varied and blurred what it means to be a female or mail in Asia today – Socio-economic and cultural patterns in Asia intersect with one another and, in doing so, they translate into power relations that create both possibilities and constraints for women and men – Focuses on unequal access to political and religious power, occupations and health facilities, as well as different options regarding family life and sexuality – Insightful and enriching contributions that consider how gender relations are affected by neo-liberalism, globalization and economic
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growth, security, multiculturalism, race and class, family life, life, power and intergenerational support, religious discourses and enterprises activism, and by male norms in politics – There are 11 interesting chapters: 1) The introduction is about gendered inequalities in Asia; 2) Gendering Asia after modernity; 3) The real and the true… neo-liberalism and gender governance in Vietnam; 4) Gender, multiculturalism and religious discourses… women as symbols in Hindu nationalism; 5) Globalization, growth and gender… poor workers and vendors in urban Vietnam; 6) Shades of gender and security in Cambodia; 7) Struggle for recognition and justice… gender inequality and socially engaged Buddhism in Thailand; 8) Compromised ideals… family life and the recognition of women in Vietnam; 9) Gendered expectations and intergenerational support among Chinese Singaporeans by Kristina Goransson; 10) Gendered parties… making the male norm visible in Thai politics; 11) The cultural constructions of masculinity among working-class Malaysian Chinese in the intersections of race, class and gender by Ulf Mellstrom.


Tambun, Tulus – 2009—Development of small and medium in ASEAN countries, vi+390 pp. New Delhi: Readworthy Publications Pvt Ltd. ISBN: 8189973983 [Thanks to kkagencies, at kka1996@vsnl.net – From the description – In developing countries, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have a crucial role in their potential contributions to employment generation, improvement of income distribution, poverty reduction, export growth, and development of rural economy – This book is about SMEs of the ASEAN countries: Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia and Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, and Myanmar – The research focus and reporting is about growth in out-put and number of units, export growth, subcontracting and supporting industries, and development of clusters – The major constraints in the development of SMEs have also been dealt with – Contents: 1) Introduction; 2) Pattern of small and medium enterprises development, a theoretical consideration; 3) Recent development of SMEs in ASEAN countries: an overview; 4) Exports, competitiveness and innovation; 5) Foreign direct investment, sub-contractive, and supporting industries; 6) Some supplemented case studies on subcontracting in Indonesia; 7) Development of SMEs clusters; 8) Constraints – Bibliography, and Index.]

Trivedi, Poonam & Ryuta Minami (eds) – 2009—Re-playing Shakespeare in Asia, 256 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. Routledge Studies in Shakespeare Hb ISBN: 978-0-415-99240-4 [From the catalog – Leading scholars examine the performance of Shakespeare in Asia, in 16 chapters, divided into four parts: 1) Re-playing intercultural performance; 2) Re-playing textual/theatrical languages; 3) Re-playing ethnicity, identity and postcoloniality; and 4) Re-playing genre and gender – The book focuses specifically on the work of major directors in the central and emerging areas of Asia: Singapore, Japan, China, India, Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia and the Philippines – This volume encompasses a broader and more representative swath of Asian performances of Shakespeare and locations in one book than has been attempted until now.]

Wan Hamzah, Wan Arfan – 2009—A first look at the Malaysian legal, 000 pp (not given). Oxford University Press. Oxford Fajar. ISBN 978 9834505004 [From www.oxfordfajar.com.my – A textbook for undergraduate law students – Can be used by business, banking, finance and economics students taking law as a subject – Four parts: 1) Malaysia’s legal history, crucial to understanding the primacy of common law tradition, crucial to understanding the primacy of common law tradition in Malaysia’s national legal system; 2) Explains legal rules to which Malaysian courts refer to and apply in resolving disputes, e.g. the chapter on sources of Malaysian Law that explains how these rules came into being or in the case of customary laws and how they survived British colonization, and the introduction of English Law and how they are interpreted, applied and developed; 3) Focuses on the primary institutions… the courts as well as personnel of the law; and 4) Outlines the trial process (civil & criminal), and the schemes for granting legal aid which strive to make the courts accessible to all regardless of financial means.]

Willnat, Lars & Annette Aw (eds) – 2009—Political communication in Asia, 248 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. LEA’s communication series. Pb ISBN: 978-0-414-96285-8 [Provides a critical review of political communication research conducted in Asia over the past 20 years – Each chapter focuses on studies published in a specific Asian country, selected according to the level of contribution made to the field of political communication in Asia – Countries: Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, and India – See especially, ch4, Terence Lee and Lars Willnat, “Political communication in Singapore”; And ch6, Ezhar Tamam &
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Manimaran Govindasamy, “Political communication practices and research in Malaysia: An overview.”

Winter, Tim & Peggy Teo & T C Chang (eds) – 2008—Asia on tour: exploring the rise of Asian tourism, 376 pp. Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group. Pb ISBN: 978-0-415-46086-6 [From the catalog – With the vast majority of academic theory on tourism based on ‘Western’ tourists, Asia on tour illustrates why the rapid growth of travel for leisure and recreation in Asia demands a reappraisal of how tourism is analyzed and understood – Examining domestic and intra-regional tourism, the book reveals how improvements in infrastructures, ever increasing disposable incomes, liberalized economies, the inter-connections of globalization and the lowering of borders, both physical and political, are now enabling millions of Asians to travel as tourists – The 23 essays (the editors’ introduction and the other 22 essays) indicate why rigorous essays in this volume indicate why a critical study of Asian tourism must become integral to both our analyses of this rapidly transforming region and our interpretations of global tourism in the 21st century – The book has 6 parts: “Introduction: rethinking tourism in Asia”; Pt 1 “Challenging conventions”; Pt 2 “Emerging markets, (Re)scripting places”; Pt 3 “National imaginations and tourism development”; Pt 4 “Revisiting heritage: dissonance or harmony?”; Pt 5 “Tourism and new social networks” – All the 23 titles of the chapters are intriguing, but see especially: a) Tim Winter, Peggy Teo & T C Chang, “Introduction: rethinking tourism in Asia”; and b) Peggy Teo & T C Chang, “Singapore’s postcolonial landscape: boutique hotels as agents.”

Wolters, O W (Craig Reynolds, ed) – 2008—Early Southeast Asia: selected essays, xii+236 pp. Cornell University; Southeast Asia Program Publications [11 classics parsed by 4 parts: Part I: Southeast Asia as a Southeast Asian field of study – Part II: The long duree of Malay history – Part III: Mainland mandalas – Part IV: Vietnamese historiography and literature.]


WEBSITES & OPPORTUNITIES
1) Image database to enhance Asian studies (IDEAS) [From Asian studies newsletter, V.54.n.2,p42 -- Designed to unify digitizing efforts at various college and universities into a shared and searchable database to make multi-media products widely available – Allows for submission of additional images, and contains bibliography of resources on teaching with images – Bibliography of resources on teaching with images: Streets of Singapore; Japanese religion; Asian cultures; Religious sites in Maahashtra; Beijing 1988; etc; -- www.ideasproject.org]
2) The Asian Research Institute, National University of Singapore [From Asian studies newsletter, V.54.n.2,p42 – Seeks to be a place of encounters for scholars around the world, focused on Asia, and on the themes of the changing family in Asia, Asian migration, cultural studies in Asia, religion and globalization in Asian contexts, connections and interactions between Southeast Asia and China, and sustainable cities – Includes links to calendar of events, publications, photo albums from ARI events, the ARI working papers – www.ari.nus.edu.sg]
3) MSc Urban Studies at University College London – From Profs Matthew Gandy at m.gandy@ucl.ac.uk & Nick Phelps at n.phelps@ucl.ac.uk information about MSc Urban Studies at University College London – This unique course is a collaboration between four UCL faculties (the Bartlett; Arts and Humanities; Engineering; and Social and Historical Sciences) – Students take 2 core modules in “Urban imaginations” and “City, space and powers” and then choose further courses from over 20 optional modules ranging from research training (for the dissertation) to specialist modules such as “Creative cities”, “Spatial planning”, “Urban design”, “Asian cities in a globalizing South”, “Italian cinema and the city”, and “Post-colonial theory and the multicultural city” – This advanced interdisciplinary program is aimed at 2 main groups of students: a) students from a professional background who wish to take an opportunity for critical reflection and skills enhancement for their career development, and b) students who wish to consider embarking on a research career in the urban field and see the MSc as a useful first step towards independent writing and research at PhD or postdoctoral level – Entry requirements are the equivalent of a first or upper-second class degree – Full time, part time and flexible study options are available – More details about the course at the website www.ucl.ac.uk/urbanstudies/]
4) 2nd Annual Public Anthropology Publishing Competitions (200) – From Dr. Rob Borofsky, UC Press/Public Anthropology Book Competition 2008/2009 – The first competition focuses on professional anthropologists who have already earned a PhD,
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and the winner selected based on: 1) the public significance of the problem addressed; 2) the way the problem is approached; and 3) the author’s ability to write for a public audience (as judged by one or more previous publications) – The winner will receive, in addition to a formal book contract from U C Press, a $10,000 advance – The second competition focuses on graduate students who are preparing to conduct fieldwork or who have not, as yet, completed their doctoral dissertations and/or received their PhID – The winner will be selected based on: 1) the public significance of the problem being addressed; 2) the way the problem is being approached; 3) a sample of the student’s writing; and 4) a signed agreement from the student’s dissertation committee supporting the student writing up her or his research in a form readable by a broad, public audience rather than as a standard academic dissertation – The deadline for submissions is October 1, 2009 -- Direct questions regarding the competition to Dr Rob Borofsky at bookseries@publicanthropology.org . ]

>AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL (Abstracted from full reports by Margaret John, A I Canada, Coordinator for Malaysia & Singapore: malaysiaingsingaporecoordinator@ amnesty.ca ) -- To: Singapore/Malaysia Network -- 1) Three detained Hindu rights activists are now free, their integrity and commitment to human rights intact. As P Uthayakumar ("Kumar") was greeted by the crowd outside the jail, he said "Freedom is incredible....the feeling overwhelms" -- Expressing his plans for the future, he added that detention "has only made me more determined and more resolved to continue fighting for the oppressed and marginalized Indians." -- His emergence from the prison is on a moving video at: http://www.cijmalaysia.org. I am privileged to have met this courageous human rights defender, together with other HINDRAF campaigners, as well as other caring Canadians in government and in Amnesty International -- All good wishes, Margaret John Coordinator for Singapore and Malaysia Amnesty International Canada -- 2) 11 May 2009 The Malaysian authorities released three human rights activists from the Hindu Rights Action Force (HINDRAF) on Saturday 9 May 2009 -- They were among a group of five HINDRAF activists arrested and detained under the Internal Security Act (ISA) in December 2007 for organizing protest rallies without a permit -- Two of them were released on 5 April 2009 -- However, reports indicate that one of the detainees, T Vasanthakumar, has had conditions placed on his release, including a ban on speaking to the media and a curfew -- Last week there was a wave of arrests in Malaysia as a part of a crackdown on dissent by the new government of PM Najib Abdul Razak -- HINDRAF is a coalition struggling for the rights of marginalized Malaysians of Indian ethnicity -- They organized a rally in November 2007 to submit a petition at the British High Commission about Indian grievances after the colonial period. The police, who had refused to issue a permit for the rally, responded with excessive force against demonstrators, using water cannons, tear gas and baton charges, resulting in many injuries -- Those released on Saturday were lawyers Uthayakumar Ponnusamy and Manoharan Malayalam, plus HINDRAF secretary T Vasanthakumar -- The ISA remains in force and an unspecified number of people continue to be held in detention without charge -- ISA provisions allow for indefinite detention without charge or trial -- Amnesty International has called for the ISA to be repealed or amended so as to abolish all forms of administrative detention within a week -- Last week, there was a wave of arrests in Malaysia as a part of a crackdown on dissent by the new government of Prime Minister Najib Abdul Razak -- "The recent spate of short term arrests of government critics is disappointing from the new Malaysian administration," said Donna Guest. -- The authorities appear to have arrested people merely for expressing their political views or gathering peacefully to protest government actions -- All of those arrested have been released and Amnesty International has urged the Malaysian government not to use arbitrary arrests of its critics as a way of suppressing peaceful dissent. -- From Vinod F Ravindrananthan Campaigner, Asia Pacific Program, Amnesty International Secretariat -- Working to protect human rights worldwide -- 3) 1 July 2009 On 16-17 July, there will be a meeting of ASEAN’s foreign ministers, in Thailand, which will be a vital development in ASEAN’s decisions regarding the authority and independence in ASEAN’s promised human rights body -- The present TOR (Terms of Reference), as presently drafted, utterly fail to provide the essential protection mandate and independence of Southeast Asia’s first regional human rights body – AI’s recommendations include that the human rights body’s TOR: reflect international standards over any national, regional, historical, cultural and religious factors; require the body’s members have high standards of expertise and serve in their personal capacity; authorize on-site investigations; conduct periodic country reviews; accept individual complaints; and ensure that all future human rights standards within ASEAN are in full compliance with international standards – 4) 7 July 2009 Since amendments in Malaysia’s to the country’s Immigration Act came into force in 2002, 47,914 migrants have been sentenced to caning for immigration offences -- According to government records, most of those caned were Indonesians (60.2%), with the rest: Philippines (14.1%), Myanmar (13.9%), Bangladesh (3.6%), Thailand (2.8%), and 5.4% from other countries, including India and Nepal – It is cruel, inhuman and degrading and prohibited by international human rights law -- Amnesty International urges the Malaysian government to stop this cruel and illegal punishment -- More at www.aimalaysia.org - 5) 20 July 2009 AIM views with great concern the recent deaths in custody of Teoh Beng Hock and P Gunasekaran and the issues surrounding their deaths -- These are not isolated incidents, as there have been many reported cases of death in Malaysia while in the custody of the police, immigration department and prisons authorities – It raises a very serious gap in human rights protection -- More at www.aimalaysia.org .
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